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Soundd mapps annd representations. Contributions and evolution 
José Luis CCarles

We live in a world that is rich in sounds. We are constantly affected 
by sounds, and it is almost impossible to escape their infl uence; they
provide us with a link to our surroundings; they can provoke deep 
emotion or profound irritation ambient sound contains a great de-
gree of complexity, not only because of the wealth and variety con-
tained in the blend of everyday sounds, but also because of the way
sound interacts with space, topography, surfaces, meteorological
features, materials, textures, etc. each of which acts on the sounds, 
contributing to giving each specifi c site its own identity by adding
sensory, evocative and cultural qualities. Sound is dynamic in na-
ture; it tells us about things that are happening, it is temporary, con-
tinuous and unpredictable. R. Murray Schafer says that the sound 
world is a world of events, of activities rather than artefacts, of sen-
sations rather than refl ections. In our times, however, sound, in its 
negative dimension as noise, has become one of the most important 
and troublesome of environmental problems, as noise levels contin-
ue to grow throughout the world. However, the pure sound dimension
is seldom taken into account. Indeed, it is often surprisingly ignored 
in many areas of research (geography, the environment, architecture,
sociology, etc.). The dynamic wealth of (affective and emotional) in-
formation and expression that sounds possess has been underex-
plored, and few methods exist that allow a broad multi-disciplinary
approach to sound. Yet sound can be enormously useful in a host of
disciplines, in describing space and communities, and increasingly
we fi nd artists and scientists taking an interest in the sound dimen-
sion of their respective fi elds. Perhaps these shortfalls are related 
to diffi culties in describing sound, an extensively non-verbal phe-
nomenon. Researchers, and even musicians themselves, fi nd it diffi -
cult to express in language the reactions or feelings music provokes.
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We need to ask how we address, analyse and manage our everryday 
sound experiences in western culture. Interest in thee expperiennce of 
Land Art, installations and urban stagings and audiovissual aart in-
terventions in urban spaces are examples of a new explloration of
man-medium interactions that may be useful in the fi eldd of soound-
scape and in the new fi eld of urban sound design. Propossals to cre-
ate, manipulate and transform the space also tie in tto the introduc-
tion of new media of expression. The invention of photoggraphyy and
cinema on the one hand, and techniques for recordinng, eeditingg and
broadcasting sound on the other, were scientifi c/techhnicaal devvelop-
ments which in the long term were to have a decisivee imppact on the
way we view and even transform our reality. This arrticlee seeks to
review the general state of the art in this area at this timee and to of-
fer an overview of the experiences and groups working inn this area
in Spain, how they have developed and their connectiions with other 
trends and experiences on a wider international stagge.

Sound stories

Historically, the sound phenomenon has involved a terminological 
and scientifi c debate over the sound-music duality. From the mo-
ment when people fi rst began to establish the basic principles of 
sound, as a phenomenon, with Pythagoras observing that the qual-
ity of the noise of the smith’s anvil varied depending on the weight 
of the hammer used, there has been a long quest to explain the
many physical, aesthetic, cultural, psychological and environmen-
tal implications arising out of these vibrations. Since Pythagoras’s
time, this discussion about the aesthetic characteristics of sound 
has had many different developments. At the beginning of the past 
century, futurists like Luigi Russolo emphasized the power and the 
impact of sound in the urban space and, by considering the possi-
bility of orchestrating urban sounds, they built new musical instru-
ments which produced new sonorities, called the «Intona rumori».
John Cage defi ned music as «sounds, sounds around us, whether
we are inside or outside a concert hall». R. Murray Schafer says:
«If a concert is disturbed by the sound of traffi c, then it is noise.
However, if the sound of the traffic is part of the texture of the
work, it ceases to be noise». The defi nition of sound has become 
increasingly blurred as composers push the boundaries of their ex-
ploration ever further. Whereas this differentiation between sound, 
noise and music was —until the coming of the twentieth century
avant-garde— founded on certain rigid bases in the musical fi eld, 
in sound-related sciences this rigidity is even greater; studies of 
the Sound Environment have been based almost exclusively on as-
pects related to issues of noise, focusing mainly on acoustic map-
ping, where the main variables under scrutiny are the noise level (a
physical variable) and nuisance (a subjective variable).
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Histories of sound representation

The basic technical tool using urban sound regulation is the acous-
tic map, whereby spatial and acoustic characteristics (essentially
sound levels) can be mapped using lines of equal sound pressure 
(isobels). But an acoustic map is no more than a list of numerical
values in which the signifi cances and values of the sound sources 
are not taken into consideration. 

Any study of the Sound Environment must take into account not
only the acoustic variable, but also the context in which it occurs 
as well as the cognitive processes involved in evaluating the sound.
In this regard such studies go far beyond noise studies focusing
on the relationship between noise and nuisance. In his studies of 
soundscapes in Canada, Murray Schafer proposed that the Sound
Environment offers dimensions and connotations that differ widely
from a traditional approach centring on noise/nuisance. We need
to orient our hearing towards the new contemporary soundscape.
In his book The Tuning of the World Schafer invites us constantly tod
listen to the sounds around us and consider them: «The sound uni-
verse that surrounds us could be the subject of a new sort of musi-
cal study», a new theory of music. We can distinguish between two
distinct trends in the analysis of the Sound Environment: on the one 
hand the Canadian movement, based on the Schaferian concept of
the soundscape and acoustic communication, as propounded by
Barry Truax; and, on the other, the French concept championed by
the CRESSON laboratory (University of Grenoble), which is more 
interested in urban sound planning and uses a new interdiscipli-
nary methodological tool, the sound effect; both approaches have 
infl uenced the work being carried out in a number of fi elds in Spain.
The fi rst steps in the fi eld in this country dates back to 1986, when
the Institute of Acoustics (CSIC) began working on soundscapes, 
along the lines set out by R. Murray Schafer. An initial project of 
this kind was launched by the Ministry of Culture, entitled Estudio 
del Patrimonio Sonoro en España. Subsequently, following a visit
by José Luis Carles to the CRESSON laboratory in Grenoble, the
methods developed by researchers J F Augoyard and Pascal Am-
phoux were used as the basis for an analysis of the sound quality
of several Spanish cities, and a study of sound quality in the city of 
Valencia was published (López Barrio and Carles, J.L., Fundación
Bancaixa 1997). These works employ a new qualitative method with
a multi-disciplinary approach. Essentially they involve taking com-
prehensive recordings (at different times of the day and year) in
different spaces and sound settings, with surveys, reactivated lis-
tening, perceptive analyses, and analyses of contents used to rate 
the urban sounds. Other experts from the fi eld of architecture in
Spain are using qualitative methodologies in their approach to the 
urban Sound Environment. For example, the architect and acous-
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tics expert, Francesc Daumal, at Barcelona Architeectuure Scchool,
who is also a habitual collaborator with CRESSONN-based aactivi-
ties, implements in the practise and design of everryday archhitec-
ture what he calls Acoustic Poetics, a subject he hass written aabout
in a number of publications in the fi eld of acousticss andd archhitec-
ture, and has developed in several architectural appplicaationss. The
architect Pilar Chias, director of the School of Architectture aat the
University of Alcalá de Henares works on the subjecct of soundd rep-
resentation in architecture (Chías Navarro, Pilar: ««Loss espaacios
sonoros [I]. La percepción del espacio: evocación dee sensaciones
sonoras». Cuadernos del instituto Juan de Herrera. ETTSAAM, Maadrid,
2002, p. 49). 

Cristina Palmese, an Italian architect living in Maddrid,, deveelops
new methods for incorporating sound elements into thee archhitec-
tural and urban project, mainly using new perceptiive kknowledge
based on inter-relations between image and soundd. Inn doinng so,
she concerns herself with the use of audiovisual tecchnologiess and
possibilities of applying them to the development oof neew waays of 
representing space. Palmese’s work centres on deevelooping new
tools that address the audio-visual complexity of thhe city annd its
application to urban design. She uses audiovisuall tecchnoloogies
to complement and reach beyond traditional cartoggraphhic mmeans
of representing space. Together with her research innto the fi eeld of 
architectural design, Palmese also takes part in speccialisst worrks in
the fi eld of the soundscape. These include the artist’ss boook Paiisajes
Sonoros de Madrid, made with José Luis Carles, and Paissajes SSono-
ros de Cuenca, made with José Luis Carles and Antonio AAlcázar for
the University of Castilla La Mancha. 

The two publications have the additional interesst off refeerenc-
ing changes in the development and representationn of the uurban
soundscape. This is another example of the search foor a nnew ssound
map, incorporating perceptive and qualitative elemmentts intoo the
representation of space. Cristina Palmese works with thee reseearch 
group from the Madrid School of Architecture, headded by Prrofes-
sor Luis Antonio Gutiérrez Cabrero (who is in charge oof subjects
such as Architecture of Spectacle and Transitory Arrchitecture) on
various projects based on the use of audiovisual tecchnologiess and
on understanding the city. The existence of new tecchnoologiees for
depicting and simulating environments, together withh neww formms of 
project modelling and new everyday techniques (mobbile pphonees, In-
ternet, Google Earth) inevitably raise new problems, new princciples
of experimentation, new themes for research and neew teeachinng on
the theme of the environment… In this regard, it is wworth menntion-
ing the video installation Madrid-Paris, which examinnes ssignififi cant
places on the No. 5 metro line in Madrid and Paris. The innstallation
offers a perception of the new space-time now beinng deemarccated

Fig. 2  
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on the Net and in general, on an observation of cyberspace. It works 
with virtual places, using data taken from the Pages Jaunes and
QDQ websites and Google Earth for the two cities. The soundtrack
is taken from on-site recordings in the two cities. Urban planning
and acoustics, music and architecture intersect in their notion of 
space, which is particularly interesting because of its many cross-
links. In 2008, a team comprising Damien Masson, Ricardo Atienza, 
Cristina Palmese and José Luis Carles developed an Lutheria so-
nora urbana [Urban sound factory] project for a sound space in the 
Sucrerie district (Chalon-sur-Saône, France). The idea was to en-
rich the sound space for the design of an urban space, encouraging
planners to conceive and build public spaces as sound boxes for
the sonorities of the city. 

In this fi eld, mention should also be made of researchers Karmele 
Herranz and Igone García from the LABEIN laboratory (a centre run
by the Basque Government that specialises in environmental tech-
nologies) who are examining the subject of the urban soundscape. 
As experts with extensive scientifi c experience in the psychosocial
dimension of noise, they are trying to develop new mapping appli-
cations that will incorporate and extend the qualitative dimension
of sound into the general objective of improving the city’s environ-
mental quality. They are also developing a methodology which they
apply to the area of the Alhóndiga building in Bilbao. The purpose 
of the analysis is to come up with guidelines for defi ning a method-
ology and indicators for identifying and evaluating quiet spots in
the municipal area of Bilbao. The idea is to complement the tradi-
tional indicator of noise pollution with another indicator related to
the soundscape. 

Ricardo Atienza, an architect who is currently working with the 
CRESSON laboratory, is involved both in research projects look-
ing at urban sound planning and in the creative area of Sound Art. 
He has developed cross-theme and multi-disciplinary projects for
characterising the interactions between sound and space. This is a
subject he has addressed in his PhD thesis and a number of publi-
cations, refl ecting on the importance of the concept of sound iden-
tity and how it can be applied to urban planning. Ricardo Atienza
has created a number of installations in which he develops the dia-
logue between space and sound. These include Sound Ambiences, 
a collective installation with members of the CRESSON team, in-
stalled in 2004 in La Briqueterie, an Ecomuseum, in Ciry-le-Noble 
(Burgundy). The project addresses the connections between iden-
tity and heritage. The specifi c aim is to evoke the identity of the site 
through its memory, its present situation and a projection into the 
future. His most recent project is Resonanser (Stockholm, 2010), inr
which he will use dialogue with a series of examples from the fi eld
of Sound Art and music as the basis for addressing this concept of 

Fig. 4
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«sound space» and its implications in terms of the wayy we listen
and relate to our everyday surroundings. Resonanser expploress thisr
concept, seen as a necessary fusion between a physical venuee and
its sound expression, between a contained volumee andd the prac-
tices that inhabit it.

Sound education

As well as its technical and scientifi c implications, the soundscape 
is also an important tool of awareness; sound education is not only
important in music, but also in environmental education. There are 
several teams of experts at Spanish universities developing the 
educational possibilities of sound creation. Notable among them 
are Antonio Alcázar, working at the School of Musical Education 
at the University of Castilla La Mancha (Cuenca Campus), Inmacu-
lada Cárdenas at the University of Santiago de Compostela (Lugo 
Campus) and Pilar Cabeza from the University of Valladolid. From a
perspective close to contemporary music, these experts base them-
selves on the vast creative possibilities of the environment, devel-
oping a series of teaching activities that are enormously useful for
promoting creativity, either through the selection of materials from 
their temporary organisation, from the adoption of an aesthetic and 
a combined idea and from the deployment of individual and original 
criteria, reviving the aesthetic approaches of musical education.

Experimental music. Sound Art. Soundscape 

In addition to these activities from the areas of scieencee, archhitec-
tural academia, music education and musical creatioon, annotheer fun-
damental area involves the work of artists using microphones to
capture the world around them. These trends in the areaa of Sound
Art are manifested in various ways of interpreting thhe sooundsscape. 
The system for analysing the soundscape therefore embraaces many 
different aspects: from sound production-creation-brroadccast tto the
reception and perception of sound, and the context, spaace orr envi-
ronment in which the sound takes place. These activities, thereefore,
arise out of the interaction and integration betweenn souundscapes,
and electroacoustic technologies and other audio teechnnologies in
general. Soundscapes can be seen as part of electronicc art, ggiven
their dependency on electronic technology for recorrdingg, teleecom-
munications and information processing. There aree nummerouus in-
dividuals and organisations addressing the subjectt of tthe soound-
scape to some extent or another. José Antonio Sarmieento ggives
courses on Sound Art at the Fine School Art on the Cuencca cammpus
of the University of Castilla La Mancha, where he does impoortant
work disseminating the idea of Sound Art. With thee collaboraation
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of Javier Ariza, this department has a broad vision of the subject, 
and its academic activities and programmes refl ect an interest in
work on the aesthetics of the soundscape. The department’s activ-
ity centres on interdisciplinary research into the relations between
sound and the visual arts; Sarmiento and Ariza edit the magazines 
Sin Título and RAS, as well as the Y artesonoro.orgg website which
together present a broad panorama of the creative possibilities of 
Sound Art. 

The work by the composer José Iges also deserves a mention. Iges 
is particularly interested in the use of the word and sound poetry.
His work with the inter-media artist Concha Jerez in 1994, City of 
Water, combines sound documents from the Alhambra soundscape 
and, particularly, the sound of water, with musical and interpreta-
tive features. In another work, The Resonant City [1999], Iges uses 
the sounds of Madrid, combined with those of many other cities 
and partially transformed by the almost permanent interaction with
improvised live electronics by Pedro López. Of particular interest
for its landscape intentionality is a recent project by Iges and Je-
rez, entitled Resonant Islands [2009], a Sound Art approach to the 
rich cultural, historical, environmental and human situation of the 
Canary Islands. The work examines these realities from the strat-
egies of modern Sound Art and, more specifi cally, from radio art.
The project consists of producing seven works depicting different
aspects of Canarian soundscapes, or to put it another way, of the 
acoustic environment of each of the seven islands in the archipela-
go, encompassing spaces with a special sonority and also the spe-
cifi c sound practices of the inhabitants, including their speech and
the sound of specifi c habitats. The works resulting from those ex-
periences and fi eld recordings cover a broad spectrum. They range 
from an almost documentary approach to a greater quasi-musical
abstraction, common in the soundscape genre. The project also
includes a publication with texts by José Luis Carles and Miguel
Alvarez Fernández. Any reference to the involvement of the elec-
troacoustic community must make mention of the work of the com-
posers who have emerged from the Phonos laboratory of Electroa-
coustic Music. José Manuel Berenguer, an expert on avant-garde 
trends with an interest in soundscapes has (together with the Co-
clea cultural association) been behind several important initiatives, 
events and activities in this fi eld (Orquesta del Caos, En-Red-O, 
Zeppelín CCCB Festival Barcelona, 13 Cremallera Music Festival).

In the work by composer Francisco López, the Sound Environment
is seen to all intents and purposes as being a real «synthesiser», 
in which López fi nds all the sound material he needs for his work. 
Another artist from the field of experimental music, who exam-
ines soundscape theories in their specifi c application to the urban
sound space, is Llorenç Barber, who has created works inspired
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by the relationship between sound and an essentiaally uurbann con-
text. These include his spectacular bell concerts, his naaumacchiae
(inspired by and centring on port environments) and his urbann con-
certs. The result of these projects is a continuous reinventioon of 
the collective space through sound and, thus the prropossal off new 
artistic forms of behaviour. Although the clearest maanifeestation of 
this urban music by Llorenç Barber are his bell concerts, since the
mid 1990s, he has been incorporating other sound sourcees: woooden
rattles, car horns, fi reworks, artillery salvoes, drums,, boaat whistles
and sirens, metals, cannon blasts, harmonic pipes andd abovve all,
music bands: symphonic bands, military bands, proceessioonal bbands,
bullfi ghting bands, municipal bands, pasodoble bands aand scchool
bands. In the fi eld of the study of bells (although cenntrinng more on
the ethnological than the purely musical fi eld), it iss worth nooting
the work of the Gremi de Campaners [Bellringers GGuildd] of VValen-
cia, a group coordinated by the anthropologist Françeesc LLlop wwhich 
is doing important work to recover and publicise trradittionall bell-
ringing, essentially in the city of Valencia. Their websitee Y http://p //
campaners.comp  offers interesting information. 

New Trends and New Technologies

Important and innovative work is being carried out by new genera-
tions of artists and experts with a particular interest in the sound-
scape. They come from the fi eld of music, visual arts, Sound Art, 
architecture, the technical world, etc... They display a marked fl exi-
bility and a capacity to adapt in interdisciplinary work, in the combi-
nation of languages and techniques from different disciplines and 
in a signifi cant use of new technologies. The area of the interaction 
between architecture and sound, for example, includes fi gures such
as Pablo Padilla, Alex Arteaga and Ricardo Atienza, architects with
a musical education who combine architecture with sound installa-
tions. Other artists, such as Pablo Sanz, José Luis Espejo, Maria
Andueza, Miguel Alvarez-González, Chiu Longina, Juan Gil, Julio 
Gómez, Pedro Jiménez, etc. combine Sound Art, sound activism, 
cultural management, the organisation of exhibition/ workshops, 
radio programming and broadcasts, publications, etc. They include 
musicians, sound artists, sound activists, and people in charge of 
projects related to sound and electronic music. Their projects can 
be viewed on several sites Y www.artesonoro.orgg and Y www.me-
diateletipos.netp ., digital sound clusters with news, information and 
sound projects.

In this area of IT usage, important work is being carried out in Gali-
cia by Y escoitar.orgg which for some years has been documenting 
the soundscapes of Galicia and posting them on its website, using 
Google Maps. Other artists using Google Maps to insert sounds 
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into tthe mmap oof a space include the Arteleku Audiolab which is 
workiing too creeate a sound map of the Basque Country. These are 
both particcipative projects in which anyone interested can record 
the sooundss of a setting and then contribute the resulting fi eld re-
cordings foor lisstening and sharing. They can be listened to online 
Y wwww.soiinummapa.netp , and downloaded. Logically, these are quali-
tativee sound mmaps, in opposition or as a complement to the con-
ventioonal aacoustic maps created by noise pollution offi cers in local 
goverrnmennt whhich show not the sound sources, but only the numer-
ical ddata oon the physical parameters of the noise. Similar projects 
are beeing uundeertaken elsewhere, including Andalusia Y www.anda-
luciassounddscaape.netp , Madrid Y madridsoundscape.orgp g and Barce-
lona ((Y http:///ciudadsonora.wordpress.comp /// p Ywww.ciudadsonora.
net annd Y wwww.antropologia.cat/node/3488p g / / .

Theree havee been some major developments in the available bibli-
ograpphy in receent years. Some important work has been published 
in thee fi eldd of eexperimental music and sound that includes the sub-
ject oof the sounndscape. A catalogue of Sound Art (ARTe SONoro), 
recenntly publisshed by La Casa Encendida includes contributions 
from leadinng exxperts in the fi eld. Another important bibliographical 
project alsso appeared in 2010: La mosca tras la oreja. De la músi-
ca expperimmentaal al arte sonoro en España by Llorenç Barber and 
Montserraat Paalacios, published by La Fundación Autor. Another 
recennt pubblicaation was a catalogue of the exhibition Los Encuen-
tros dde Pammploona 1972. Fin de fi esta del arte experimental presented l
betweeen OOctoober 2009 and February 2010 at the Reina Sofía Mu-
seumm in MMadrid. In 2008, the Vigo Museum of Contemporary Art 
(MARRCO) pubblished Audio Hacklab, a book based on the project 
of thee samme naame organised by Y escoitar.orgg. Other important 
workss include the book (with CD) Desacuerdos —a group project 
by Arrteleku, thhe José Guerrero Centre, MACBA and the University
of Seville—— annd the catalogue for the Muestra de Arte Sonoro Es-
pañoll (MASE),, curated by José Iges in Lucena in 2006. Finally, it is 
also wworthh meentioning the work being carried out at a number of
differrent ceentres and groups in Latin America. The Paisaje Sonoro 
Uruguuay (UUrugguay Soundscape) offers a complete website with im-
portaant doocummentation on the subject of the soundscape in Span-
ish, inncluding iinterviews, information, and translations of articles 
by some leeadinng authors in the fi eld. The group is based in the Uni-
versitty Schhool of Music at the University of Uruguay in Montevideo 
Y http://wwww.eeumus.edu.uyp // y. Other important work in the fi eld of the 
sounddscappe haas been undertaken by the National Sound Library of
Mexicco Y wwwww.fonotecanacional.gob.mxg , by the group Buenos Ai-
res Sonoraa in AArgentina Y http://buenosairessonora.blogspot.comp // g p
and bby the creators of the sound map of Rosario Y http://www.so-p //
nidossderossarioo.com.ar and in Peru, by Lima Sonora (Y http://www.p //
limassonoraa.comm.
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Fig. 1 
Exammple of cconventional acoustic 
mappping. Strategic noise map. 
Continuous equivvalent daytime noise 
level.. Retiro Distrrict. Madrid. 
Sourcce: Maddrid CCity Council. 

Y wwww.munimadrrid.es

Ejemplo de cartografía acústica
convencional. Mapa estratégico de ruido.
Nivel continuo equivalente de ruido 
diurno. Distrito Retiro. Madrid. 
Fuente: Ayuntamiento de Madrid. 
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Fig. 2
Plan of recording points. Study of the 
soundscape of the Retiro Park. Madrid.

Plano Puntos de grabación Estudio del 
Paisaje sonoro del Parque del Retiro. 
Madrid. Fuente: Paisajes Sonoros de 
Madrid (J.L. Carles y C. Palmese).
Las Cajas de Uruk. Área de las Artes. 
Ayuntamiento de Madrid. 2006. 
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Fig. 3
Two examplees of cognitive sound maps. 
Sounddscapess of CCuenca.

Dos ejemplos de Mapas cognitivos 
sonoros. Paisajes sonoros de Cuenca.
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Fig. 3
Lutheria sonora urbana workshop (Urban
sound factory). Les oreilles de Nicephore
ideas competition. Chalon-sur-Saône,
France. Project submitted by Damien 
Masson, Cristina Palmese, Ricardo
Atienza and José Luis Carles. 

Proyecto Lutheria sonora urbana.
Concurso de ideas Les oreilles de
Nicephore. Chalon-sur-Saône, Francia. 
Proyecto presentado por Damien Masson, 
Cristina Palmese, Ricardo Atienza y José 
Luis Carles.


